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Why do we need Synonyms?

The importance of synonyms is growing:

• Application areas: computational linguistics, information 
retrieval, question answering, and machine translation.

• Essential parts in thesauri, wordnets (Miller et al., 1990), 
and linguistic ontologies (Jarrar, 2021).
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Notions of Synonymy

v Thesauri: closely related words.

v Wordnets: based on substitutionablity: “two expressions are
synonymous in a linguistic context c if the substitution of one for
the other in c does not alter the truth value” (Miller et al., 1990).

v Linguistic Ontology: equivalence relation (i.e., reflexive, 
symmetric, and transitive). Two terms are synonyms iff they have
the exact same concept (i.e., refer, intentionally, to the same set
of instances). Thus, T1 =Ci T2. (Jarrar, 2021)
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Two Contributions

1. Experiment: how much linguist agree on synonymy 

2. Algorithm to Extract/Extend/Evaluate synsets

We treat synonymy as a fuzzy value
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How much linguists agree on synonyms?

• Selected 500 synsets from Arabic WordNet, each extended with a
number of candidate synonyms (3K synonyms in total).

• Each candidate synonyms was annotated with a fuzzy value by
four different linguists.

• The dataset is also used to train our proposed algorithm (i.e.,
tune its fuzzy model) for extracting synonyms from dictionaries.

Experiment to measure this agreement:
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The Dataset Construction 
Synset Selection

500 synsets selected from Arabic WordNet.

Selection:

1. 350 noun synsets.

2. 140 verb synsets.

3. 10 adjective synsets. 

Part of speech (POS) Synset’s length

1. Length(2), 142 synsets.

2. Length (4), 207 synsets.

3. Length (6), 151 synsets.

è Each of the selected synsets was extnded with a number of 
candidate synsets (using our algorithm) – 3k candidates.

è Uploaded to Google Sheets (for annotation)
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The Dataset Construction  
Annotation Setup

• Four Linguists (3 training workshops + quiz).

• Each candidate synonyms was annotated with a score based on
the linguist’s understanding:

a union of political organizations

ةَفَلاحَمُ ةعئاش ریغ ، فیعض بولسلأا ،ةللادلا سفن60

فلاتِْئاِ لیلق دح ىلا ةعئاش ، حیحص بولسلأا ،ةللادلا سفن80

ّتاِ داحَِ عویشلاو بولسلااو ةللادلا سفن100

ةَعمِاج ةعئاش ریغ ، فیعض بولسلأا ،ةللادلا سفن60

ّتاِ فُلاحََت | فلْحِ | يلِارَدِْف داحَِ | confederacy | confederation | federation
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The Dataset Construction 
Scoring Guidelines

Scale from 0 to 100 representing the strength of the synonymy relation.

Close semantics

Same semantics

Related/different semantics
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Results
Linguists Agreement Evaluation

To measure the (dis/)agreements between linguists, we computed:

1. The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE).

2. The Mean Average Error (MAE).

Download Dataset: https://portal.sina.birzeit.edu/synonyms/

https://portal.sina.birzeit.edu/synonyms/
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The Algorithm
Extract Synonyms from mono or multiple dictionary

Input: a mono or multiple dictionary (D), and a synset (S)

dictionary D consists of set of synsets, Si ∈ D. Each synset is a tuple 
< t1, .., tn > of linguistic terms regardless language it belongs to.

Extend a synset with more synonyms above a given fuzzy value

Evaluate/rank synonyms in a given synset

Use
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The Algorithm
Examples of Usage Scenarios

Extend a synset with more synonyms above a given fuzzy value

Evaluate/rank synonyms in a given synset (wordnets, BERT’s output, etc.) 
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The Algorithm
Step 1: Candidate Synonym Extraction

Build directed cyclic graph, from a dictionary: keep expanding until:
1) The root node is found, i.e., cycle,
2) No more synonyms are found,
3) The max k level is reached.

10 cyclic paths at level 4

Output: Nodes participating in these cyclic paths are considered 
candidate synonyms for the given synset.
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The Algorithm
Step 2: Candidate Synonym Selection

𝑷𝒊 number of cyclic paths that ci appears in, divided by the total number of cyclic paths.
𝑸𝒊 number of root nodes t that appear in the cyclic paths of ci, divided by the total number
of terms in the synset S.

𝐹𝑢𝑧𝑧𝑦 𝑓𝑖 = ∅1 . 𝑃𝑖 + ∅2 . 𝑄𝑖

Output: a set of candidate synonyms (𝑪), each synonym (𝒄𝒊 ) is 
assigned a fuzzy value (𝒇𝒊 ).

{ sit 80%, Bَتَمإِ 80%}

Example: 
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The Algorithm
Parameter Tuning

Our proposed Fuzzy function depends
on two constant weights (θ1 and θ2).

We used our Annotated dataset with
Arabic WordNet to generate a model
with the best results.

we varied the values of the parameters
θ1 and θ2 by selecting their values
within the range of [0.1, 0.9] with a
step of 0.1 for each parameter.
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Algorithm Evaluation

è Evaluation of synonyms is known to be difficult (Wu et al., 2003).

Our Evaluation Methodologies:

• Compare the results with linguists’ scores. 

• Behavior (statistically significant)

• close to the linguists’ scores

• Accuracy of the algorithm.
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Algorithm Evaluation 
Testing the algorithm’s behavior

Goal: whether the scores of the algorithm are statistically significant.

Statistical test: One-way ANOVA test (at p < 0.05) between the algorithm
and the other linguists.

Prerequisites: Normality test.
Result: The algorithm’s scores are not normally distributed.
Check the univariate and multivariate outlier analysis.
Results: no outliers, (thus the non-normality of the algorithm’s scores
are due to skewness in the data and not because of outliers.)

* Therefore, the one-way ANOVA test can be applied.

Result of the one-way ANOVA test: The algorithm has shown to be not
statistically different with the other linguists and their average.
This test confirms that the algorithm behaves as a linguist.
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Algorithm Evaluation 
Comparing the Algorithm with the Baseline

Goal: compares the results of our algorithm with the average of
the linguists’ scores (as a baseline).
Evaluation matrics: Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and Mean
Average Error (MAE).
Result:
algorithm’s scores are close to the linguists’ scores, which is a
good indication that the algorithm scores are realistic.
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Algorithm Evaluation 
Accuracy Evaluation

Input: 10K synsets from the Arabic WordNet (AWN).

Remarks: (i) no language-specific treatment, (ii) AWN is polysemous

Prerequisites
1. Calculate the frequency of each synonym (Arabic and English) of all

synsets.
2. Select the synonyms with (highest, lowest, average, and random)

frequencies in each synset.
3. We considered synsets that contain more than two synonyms,

regardless of the language.
4. The terms with the frequency of 1 are not selected.
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Algorithm Evaluation 
Accuracy Evaluation

Experiment setup

Perform four masking experiments with (highest, lowest, average, 
and random) frequencies of each synset, at level 3 and level 4. 

For each experiment:
1. Masking a synonym with the required frequency in a given synset. 
2. Apply the algorithm individually on the masked synset. 
3. Measure the accuracy of the algorithm in terms of retrieved 
words for each synset.
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Algorithm Evaluation 
Accuracy Evaluation

Sample size

Results:

Top rank correctly retrieved synonyms 
Accuracy =
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Summary

• Benchmark dataset fuzzy values.

• Measuring how much linguists dis/agree on synonymy,

• Algorithm to extend/ evaluate synsets (for wordnet, BERT output, 
etc.)

• No language-specific treatments.
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DEMO

https://portal.sina.birzeit.edu/synonyms/
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